
Buy 2, Get the 3rd 50% off!

Available at

FIVE-STAR
DRUM SHOPS
The Audix Essential Kick Mic Package
only $159

From smallest to the largest rooms the Audix F6 will help you lock in the groove and allow the band-mates and audience to feel the power of the kick drum.

Package includes the Audix F6 Kick Drum Mic, a Kick Mic Stand and a 20’ XLR-XLR mic cable.

Narada Michael Walden
Your Choice
$25.95
FIVE-STAR SPECIAL

T-3
LB-1
LB-2

MIKE BALTER
mikebalter.com
CONCEPT SERIES
AN ALL-MAPLE 5 PC SHELL PACK!
AVAILABLE IN 7 LACQUER FINISHES AVAILABLE.
- Hardware and cymbals sold separately.

PDCM2215PB - Pearlescent Black
PDCM2215PW - Pearlescent White
PDCM2215RB - Red to Black
PDCM2215SB - Silver to Black
PDCM2215TC - Cherry Stain
PDCM2215TW - Walnut Stain

Five-Star Price
$699.99!
(Retail $1166.99)

BLACKOUT SNARE
6x10 All Maple Side Snare

PDBB0610
Five-Star Price
$129.99!
(Retail $236.99)

INCLUDES FREE
(PDAX991) - Clamp $27.99 Value

PDP ACCESSORIES

PDAX101 Beater
PDAX370 Clutch
PDAX904 Cymbal Stackier

Five-Star Price
$9.99!
(Retail $18.99)

DOUBLE PEDAL

PDDP402
Five-Star Price
$119.99!
(Retail $218.99)

CONCEPT SINGLE PEDAL

PDSPCXF
Five-Star Price
$89.99!
(Retail $163.99)

MAINSTAGE
A COMPLETE DRUMSET IN A BOX. INCLUDES SABIAN SBR CYMBALS, PDP 800 SERIES HARDWARE PACK AND THRON.

Black Metallic
Gloss White

Five-Star Price
$699.99!
(Retail $1166.99)

INCLUDES FREE
(OSBA2005) - DW Padded Stick Bag $19.99 Value

Bronze Metallic

PDMA22K98Z
**3000 Series Hardware Pack**

- DWCP3000 Single Pedal
- DWCP3300 Snare Stand
- DWCP3500 Hi Hat Stand
- DWCP3700 Boom Stand

Five-Star Price $329.99!
(Retail $617.99)

**2000 Series Tambo Pedal**

- DWCP2010T Single Pedal

Five-Star Price $119.99!
(Retail $199.99)

**Go Anywhere Practice Pad Kit**

- DWCPPADTS5

Five-Star Price $169.99!
(Retail - Pad Kit $283.99)

*Pedal Not Included*

**Gig Rug**

Non-Skid Drum Rug & Hardware Bag in One.

- DWCPRUG1

Five-Star Price $149.99!
(Retail $240.99)

**Design Series**

- Cherry Stain
- Tobacco Burst

North American Maple Shells

Five-Star Price $1499.99!
(Retail $2499.99)
Evans Level 360 Snare Drum Upgrade Pack

Just in time for the holidays, the Level 360 Snare Drum Upgrade pack is the perfect way to improve your snare drum with Level 360 Technology™.

This pack provides the perfect opportunity to experience Level 360 and to breathe new life into a drum by outfitting it with fresh heads and snare wires. The combination of changing the snare side head and snare wires, in addition to the batter head, will provide a dramatic improvement in the sound and functionality of any drum.

What’s included:

- B14G1 Evans Coated G1 Snare batter
- S14H30 Evans Snare Side 300
- CPS1420 PureSound Custom Pro Steel 20-strand snare wires

Key points:

- Both drumheads feature Level 360 collar
- PureSound Custom Pro snare wire is the best wire available.
- Full upgrade in heads and wires provides dramatic improvement in the sound of the drum

Great Holiday Savings!

Contact your local Five-Star Dealer for details!
NEW Training Percussion Pedal

Constant tension on the downstroke and upstroke enhances your workout.

Exact action with no beater momentum or bounce improves your control.

Volume - silencer disc included for ultra quiet practice. Interchangeable impact discs also available.

Adjustable - resistance and range of motion.

Portable - compact size to practice anytime anywhere.

Lightweight - tough durable reinforced plastic construction.

Essential Gear for Drummers

Give your feet the ultimate workout!

HansenFutz www.hansenfutz.com

*Celebrating 10 years*
GALAXY & DRUMSEEKER BAGS

The BEST CASES & BAGS at the BEST PRICES

FSGL8001 Stick Bag with shoulder strap $14.95
FSGL8005 Galaxy Pro Stick/Mallet Bag $23.95

FSGL8004 Galaxy Double Pedal Bag $47.95

FSDS474 5.5x14 $33.95
FSDS478 6.5x14 $33.95

Galaxy Snare Bags

FSGL474 5.5x14 $24.95
FSGL478 6.5x14 $24.95

Drumseeker Snare Bags

FSGL543TP 36" Galaxy Hardware Bag w/wheels $77.95
FSGL542TP 45" Galaxy Hardware Bag w/wheels $92.95

FSGLS40—5 piece set with FREE GL8000 stick bag (5.5x14, 9x12, 10x13, 16x16, 18x22) $145.95
FSGLS41—5 piece set with FREE GL8000 stick bag (5.5x14, 8x10, 9x12, 16x16, 18x22) $139.95
FSGLS42—4 piece set with FREE GL8000 stick bag (5.5x14, 8x12, 14x14, 14x18) $109.95

FSGL526CP 22" Cymbal Bag with Dividers $38.95
FSGL526DIVTP 22" Cymbal Bag w/Dividers & Tilt & Pull $87.95

36" Galaxy Hardware Bag w/wheels $77.95
45" Galaxy Hardware Bag w/wheels $92.95

HUMES BERG MFG. CO., INC.
FSDS474 5.5x14 $33.95
FSDS478 6.5x14 $33.95

Galaxy Snare Bags

FSGL474 5.5x14 $24.95
FSGL478 6.5x14 $24.95
**4611DB**
*Single Chain Double BD Pedal*  
$235.00 MSRP  
**$139.95**  
*FIVE-STAR SPECIAL*

**4611**
*Single Chain Bass Drum Pedal*  
$90.00 MSRP  
**$49.95**  
*FIVE-STAR SPECIAL*

**SC-QRHC**
*Quick release hi-hat clutch*  
$30.99 MSRP  
**$18.95**  
*FIVE-STAR SPECIAL*

**SC-QRHDC**
*Quick release drop clutch*  
$39.99 MSRP  
**$23.95**  
*FIVE-STAR SPECIAL*

**SC-PPP**
*Pocket Practice Pad*  
($33.99 MSRP)  
**$19.95**  
*FIVE-STAR SPECIAL*

**SC-LPP**
*Leg Practice Pad*  
($45.99 MSRP)  
**$27.95**  
*FIVE-STAR SPECIAL*
S-5514GL-PBR
5.5x14 Brass Snare Drum
$460.99 MSRP
$299.99
FIVE-STAR SPECIAL

S-0613-MS
6x13 Schulaman Snare
$535.99 MSRP
$349.99
FIVE-STAR SPECIAL

S-0814SD-MAH
8x14 Swampdawg
$615.99 MSRP
$399.00
FIVE-STAR SPECIAL
Receive a **FREE**
LP1305 Hi Pitch Blast Block
when you Purchase a LP Micro Snare
(a Total $218.00 Retail Value)

LP Micro Snare
- Chrome plated steel shell, 8” diameter, 3-1/4” deep
- Quick and easy snare throw-off
- Mounts on most bar-style holders and clamps from 3/8” to 1/2”
- Tune with standard drum key

Receive a **FREE**
LP017 Conga Shaker Trio
when you Purchase a LP Bongo Cajon
(a Total $97.00 Retail Value)

LP Bongo Cajon
- 15-3/4”L x 7-1/2”W
- High and low complimentary pitches
- Sits comfortably on lap
- Tapered sides for playing in-between legs
- Side cutout for easy handling
- Includes drawstring bag
FREE KTUI26
KAT Ultra Isolation Headphones
with the purchase of any kit ($109.95 Retail Value)

KT1-US
5PC Digital Drum Set
$849.00 MSRP
$499.00
FIVE-STAR SPECIAL

Over 150
studio-grade
drum, cymbal and
percussion sounds

KT2-US
Deluxe 5PC
Digital Drum Set
$1,180.00 MSRP
$699.00
FIVE-STAR SPECIAL

Over 500
studio-grade
drum, cymbal and
percussion sounds
Toca Original Series Djembe
- 15-3/4"L x 7-1/2"W
- High and low complimentary pitches
- Sits comfortably on lap
- Tapered sides for playing in-between legs
- Side cutout for easy handling
- Includes drawstring bag
- Finishes: Tribal Mask (TM), African Mask (AM), Celtic Knot (CK)

FREE DIDG-P*
Bamboo Didgeridoo with the purchase of each djembe
(DIDG-P* $49.00 Retail Value)
Finishes: Turtle (PT), Kangaroo (PK), Gecko (PG)
A Total $394 Retail Value

TODJ-12*
Origins Wood Djembe
$207.99

**FREE**

- Bamboo Didgeridoo
- Turtle (PT)
- Kangaroo (PK)
- Gecko (PG)
- Total $394 Retail Value
Rebel hardware features light duty construction for ease of use and portability.
Engineered to feature double braced legs with Mapex mirror chrome finish.

Complete Rebel Hardware Pack
Rebel hardware features light duty construction for ease of use and portability. Engineered to feature double braced legs with Mapex mirror chrome finish.

- All poplar wood shells for great tone & volume.
- Remo drumheads that are easily tuned and full sounding.
- Three configurations available to suit any young player:
  - 22x16" bass, 10x7", 12x8", 16x14" toms, 14.5" snare
  - 20x16" bass, 10x7", 12x8", 14x12" toms, 14.5" snare
  - 18x16" bass, 10x7", 12x8", 14x12" toms, 14.5" snare

$399
MSRP: $654.00
RB5294FTCYB

Complete Rebel Drum Sets
Rebel drum sets come complete with cymbals. (16" ride and 14" hi-hats), stands, pedal, throne, and a pair of 5A sticks.

- Three configurations available to suit any young player:
  - 22x16" bass, 10x7", 12x8", 16x14" toms, 14.5" snare
  - 20x16" bass, 10x7", 12x8", 14x12" toms, 14.5" snare
  - 18x16" bass, 10x7", 12x8", 14x12" toms, 14.5" snare

$399
MSRP: $654.00
RB5294FTCYB

*Also sold as individual hardware pieces
Meinl Headliner Snare Cajon w/ 2 FREE Cajon Castanets

Five-Star Exclusive Cajon Bundle Includes:

- 1 HCAJ100NT: Headliner Snare Cajon
- 2 WC1-S: Small Cajon Castanets FREE

($109.99)

Mini Cajon

The NEW SCAJ1LB-NT: Mini Cajon w/ Snares

($29.99)

Headliner ABS Bongos

HB50BK:

- 6 1/2” & 7 1/2”
- Hand selected Buffalo heads
- Rounded rims for playing comfort

($69.99)
Purchase any qualifying 2002, Giant Beat, RUDE or Signature Precision cymbals and get a free hat!!

Any Hi-Hat pair or 16” or larger cymbal from 2002, Giant Beat, RUDE or Signature Precision.

**FREE**

**PST8 Reflector Universal Set w/Free 18” Crash**
- 14” Hi Hats
- 16” Medium Crash
- 20” Medium Ride
- FREE 18” Medium Crash!

$399.99

**PST5 Rock Set w/Free 18” Crash**
- 14” Rock Hi Hats
- 16” Rock Crash
- 20” Rock Ride
- FREE 18” Rock Crash!

$339.99

**PST3 Universal Set w/Free 18” Crash**
- 14” Hi Hats
- 16” Crash
- 20” Ride
- FREE 18” Crash/Ride!

$229.99

QUALITY HAND CRAFTED Cymbals made in Switzerland

www.paiste.com
PURCHASE A DRUMSET.
GET A FREE MEMBERSHIP.

With your new PAS membership, take advantage of 10% off all educational books, videos & DVDs at all Five-Star Drum Shops. And, gain access to PASIC, articles, videos and many other great benefits you can’t find anywhere else...

FIND YOUR RHYTHM AT PAS.ORG!

Stanton Moore
PAS Member & PASIC clinician
PEARL HOLIDAY SPECIALS

DEMONATOR PEDAL
- Demon Drive Style Longboard Footboard
- Interchangeable Cam • Chain Drive
- PowerShifter Function

PRIMERO BOX CAJON
- Asiatic Pine Construction
- Adjustable Snares
- #507 Gypsy Brown Finish

SESSION STUDIO CLASSIC (Cymbal and Stands Sold Separately)
Pearl’s Session Studio Classic Shell Pack features blended Birch / Kapur shells for an incredible sound. For a limited time, receive a free floor tom with your purchase of a 4 piece shell pack. Available in 5 lacquer finishes.

P930 PBC507
$1,399.95 LIST PRICE: $2,399.00
$145.95 LIST PRICE: $245.00

$79.95 LIST PRICE: $149.00

$145.95 LIST PRICE: $245.00

$79.95 LIST PRICE: $149.00
**REACH FOR IT**

**BUY 6 PAIR OF REGAL TIP STICKS, GET A FIVE-STAR FLARE OR MULTI ROD FREE**

Must be same pair model

---

**Five-Star Flare**
Plastic bristle, thick Vinyl handle, sound control rings.

---

**Five-Star Multi Rod**
Bundles Birch dowels wrapped in a comfort grip.

---

**X-SERIES**
Modern sizes and tapers featuring a variety of oval and acorn tips.

---

**E-SERIES**
The durability of nylon with the tone of wood. In traditional sizes and tapers.

---

**EX SERIES**
Features E-Tip Technology, modern sizes and tapers.

---

**Award Winning Designs**
Innovative Features
World Class Artists

---

**Subscribe to the Regal Tip newsletter**
**FIVE STAR EXCLUSIVE**
**SPECIAL PRICE PRODUCT BUNDLES**

**AMBASSADOR®**
**COATED & HAZY**

**$29.95**
$57.25 retail domestic only

**FIVE-STAR SPECIAL**

14" PRO PACK
PP-2170-BA

14" COATED BA + 14" HAZY SA, WITH 1 PAIR VIC FIRTH DRUMSTICKS

---

**MONDO DJEMBE**

**$224.95**
($352.50 retail)

**FIVE-STAR SPECIAL**

12" DJEMBE WITH BAG
DP-0290-00

12"x 24" MONDO DESIGNER KEY-TUNED DJEMBE, ADINKRA FINISH PLUS A BLACK CARRYING BAG
25004XB-FS2
AAX X-Plosion Fast Crash Pack
17” X-Plosion Fast Crash
19” X-Plosion Fast Crash
Includes coupon for a FREE Gibraltar Boom Stand.

45003-14
B8 Performance Set+14
14” Hats, 16” Thin Crash, 20” Ride
Includes a FREE 14” Thin Crash.
(Retail Value: $114)

21587XBSD
15” AAX X-Plosion Crash
(Retail Value: $306)

XS5005GB
Xs20 Performance Plus
14” Medium Hats, 16” Medium-Thin Crash,
20” Medium Ride
Includes a FREE 18” Medium-Thin Crash.
(Retail Value: $250)
FIVE-STAR S.L.P.
Snares from $219.95
#1 SELLER!
8” Tom & Splash with Holders!
Receive a free 8” Tom, a Meinl 10” HCS cymbal and Tama FastClamps with the purchase of a new Imperialstar complete kit!

#1 SELLER!
High-end features at a modest price. Six piece set includes all hardware and Meinl cymbals.

S.L.P. SOUND LAB PROJECT
The snare is the keystone of any drummer’s sound. At some point in the musical journey, the player will embark on a search for the perfect drum to enhance their sound. With that player in mind, we created the S.L.P. series.

IMPERIALSTAR
FREE
8” TOM & SPLASH WITH HOLDERS!
$300 value!

IRON COBRA 600 SERIES
The legend lives on! One of the most popular pedals in drum gear history is tougher than ever.

IRON COBRA 200 SERIES
The legend lives on! One of the most popular pedals in drum gear history is tougher than ever.

FIVE-STAR
LP137STA $749.95
Total Retail Value $1249.95

FIVE-STAR
LGB146NQB $129.95
Total Retail Value $211.22

FIVE-STAR
HP600DTW $69.95
Total Retail Value $113.73

FIVE-STAR
HP600D $109.95
Total Retail Value $178.23

FIVE-STAR
HP600P $129.95
Total Retail Value $211.22

FIVE-STAR
HP200PTW $179.95
Total Retail Value $292.46

FIVE-STAR
HP200T $89.95
Total Retail Value $146.23

FIVE-STAR
HP600TW $109.95
Total Retail Value $178.23

FIVE-STAR
HH605 $129.95
Total Retail Value $211.22

FIVE-STAR
HH205 $179.95
Total Retail Value $292.46

FIVE-STAR
HH200P $69.95
Total Retail Value $113.73

FIVE-STAR
HH100 $109.95
Total Retail Value $178.23

FIVE-STAR
VTR - Vintage Red

FIVE-STAR
HBK - Hairline Black

VTR - Vintage Red
Complete 5-piece Drum Set with Cymbals, Hardware, & Throne!

$349.95

Available in 2 colors: Wine Red & Jet Black

$349.95
Yamaha Hardware: The Best in the Business

Yamaha System Hardware is the industry standard in quality, durability and user-friendliness. Robust, tough, and durable designs with worry-free operation ensure continued functionality long after purchase.

$59.95
($140.00 retail)

FP-7210A
Single foot pedal with single-chain drive

The FP-7210A foot pedal is a great pedal for the working drummer. It’s simple, sturdy design and smooth action offer everything the gigging drummer needs in a pedal. It folds up for easy transport, and the durable design results in a pedal that will give you smooth, quiet performance for gig after gig.

$59.95
($140.00 retail)

HS-650A
Light weight, chain-linked, compact hi-hat stand

The HS-650A is the ideal hi-hat for the gigging drummer. The lightweight single braced design is easy on your back for load in, and Yamaha’s legendary durability and dependability will let you focus on making great music, not worrying about your gear.

And with a 5-year warranty, there is no better time to step up to Yamaha hardware!

Stage Custom Birch

Five piece drum set

The Stage Custom Birch is one of the best values on the market in a drum set, with many professional features at a price that anyone can afford. Available as a full kit with hardware, or as a shell pack for the working drummer that just needs a great set of drums for gigging around town.

Cymbals not included

Honey Amber

Drum set with hardware

$899.99
($1,520 retail)

Shell Pack

$649.99
($1,100 retail)

©2013 Yamaha Corporation of America. All rights reserved.
K390 CYMBAL PACK
FIVE STAR PRICE
$759.95
14" K HiHats
16" K Dark Thin Crash
20" K Ride
Part#: K390
Total Retail Value $1,762.00
SAVE OVER $1000!!

A CUSTOM CYMBAL PACK
FIVE STAR PRICE
$729.95
14" A Custom HiHats
16" A Custom Crash
20" A Custom Medium Ride
Part#: A20579-11
FREE INSIDE
18" A Custom Crash
Total Retail Value $1,992.00

A ZILDJIAN CYMBAL PACK
FIVE STAR PRICE
$679.95
14" A Zildjian New Beat HiHats
16" A Zildjian Medium Thin Crash
20" A Zildjian Medium Ride
Part#: A390
FREE INSIDE
18" A Zildjian Medium Thin Crash
Total Retail Value $1,825.00

ZHT 390 PACK
FIVE STAR PRICE
$369.95
14" ZHT Mastersound HiHats
17" ZHT Fast Crash
20" ZHT Medium Ride
Part#: ZHT390
FREE INSIDE
16" ZHT China
Total Retail Value $1,015.00
ZBT 390 PACK
FIVE STAR PRICE
$279.95
14" ZBT HiHats
16" ZBT Crash
20" ZBT Ride
Part#: ZBTP390
FREE INSIDE
10" FX Trashformer
Total Retail Value $662.00

ZBTX390 PACK
FIVE STAR PRICE
$249.95
14" ZBT HiHats
17" ZBT Crash
22" ZBT Ride
Part#: ZBTX390
Total Retail Value $598.00
SAVE OVER $348.00!!

ZBT STARTER PACK
FIVE STAR PRICE
$189.95
13" ZBT HiHats
18" ZBT Crash Ride
Part#: ZBTS3P-9
FREE INSIDE
14" ZBT Crash
Total Retail Value $462.00

BUY TWO PAIR OF 5A WOOD
GET 3” ZILDJIAN PRACTICE PAD
$19.95

NEW FROM ZILDJIAN
RINGO STARR ARTIST SERIES DRUMSTICK
Exclusive Ringo tip, purple dip with silver Ringo Autograph
FIVE STAR PRICE
$8.95
Retail Value $17.75